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**Project Overview**

Client - Bipasha Banerjee: PhD student, Natural Language Processing (NLP) researcher

**Problems**

- Extremely long and not searchable
- ETDs are not very accessible
- Minimal metadata
- Hard to discover interdisciplinary work
Backend

50+ STEM ETD PDFs from around the US

Manually segment into separate chapter PDFs

Extract semantically useful text; remove stopwords

Apply relevant tokenizer if needed

Ingest into abstractive summarization model from HuggingFace.co

Output summary text; should be around 1/5 length of input

50+ Non-STEM ETD PDFs from around the US
How? Object Detection (Intro)

Code and Research from ETD “Parsing Electronic Theses and Dissertations Using Object Detection” (Aman Ahuja, Alan Devera, Edward A. Fox, and others)
Finding Summarization Models

Used pretrained text transformation models hosted at https://huggingface.co/
Implementing Summarization Models

❖ Deliverable: 4 summarization models implemented

➢ BART
➢ T5
➢ BigBirdPegasus
  ■ Block Sparse Attention
➢ Longformer-Encoder-Decoder (LED) - Book Summarization
  ■ Longer input ability than most summarization models (~16000 tokens)

https://www.projectpro.io/article/transformers-bart-model-explained/553
Team members wrote the above article taking information from various sources like Dr. Fox’s Virginia Tech and personal website.

Summary:

Dr. Fox has been at Virginia Tech since 1983. He works in the areas of digital libraries, information storage and retrieval, machine learning/AI, and NLP. His works have been cited 20,300 times.
Presented by: Fall 2022 CS5604 teams.

- Ran summarization models and text extraction
- Backend server no longer connected
- Basic design with typos, unintuitive labels, and some bugs
- Different scope

Presentation from Fall 2022 CS5604 teams.
Frontend Changes

- Removed components outside of scope
- Altered page navigation and fixed typos

Implemented page limits

Disabled buttons until file uploaded

Custom page labels
Summary Database

- Used to view summaries produced by pipeline
- Searchable by chapter name or ID
- Display useful metrics like algo used
Future Plans

- Implement summarize functionality for website
- Explore different text extraction methods for cleaner and more complete output
- Eventually implement with VTechWorks
- UI alterations
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